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Abstract The extra-tropical response to El Niño in con-

figurations of a coupled model with increased horizontal

resolution in the oceanic component is shown to be more

realistic than in configurations with a low resolution oce-

anic component. This general conclusion is independent of

the atmospheric resolution. Resolving small-scale pro-

cesses in the ocean produces a more realistic oceanic mean

state, with a reduced cold tongue bias, which in turn allows

the atmospheric model component to be forced more

realistically. A realistic atmospheric basic state is critical in

order to represent Rossby wave propagation in response to

El Niño, and hence the extra-tropical response to El Niño.

Through the use of high and low resolution configurations

of the forced atmospheric-only model component we show

that, in isolation, atmospheric resolution does not signifi-

cantly affect the simulation of the extra-tropical response to

El Niño. It is demonstrated, through perturbations to the

SST forcing of the atmospheric model component, that

biases in the climatological SST field typical of coupled

model configurations with low oceanic resolution can

account for the erroneous atmospheric basic state seen in

these coupled model configurations. These results highlight

the importance of resolving small-scale oceanic processes

in producing a realistic large-scale mean climate in coupled

models, and suggest that it might may be possible to

‘‘squeeze out’’ valuable extra performance from coupled

models through increases to oceanic resolution alone.

Keywords North Pacific � Extra-tropical SST � ENSO �
GCM � Basic state

1 Introduction

The coupled models used for the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) fourth assessment report (AR4;

Randall et al. 2007) represent the current state-of-the-art in

coupled climate modelling. The typical horizontal resolu-

tions of these models is 2� in the atmospheric component

and 1�–2� in the oceanic component. Systematic errors in

simulating mean climate and its variability affect many

coupled models of typical AR4 resolution. It is common for

AR4 models to have an equatorial Pacific cold tongue that

is too equatorially confined and extends too far into the

western tropical Pacific. This implies an unrealistic simu-

lation of coupled heat transfer mechanisms, such as tropical

instability waves (TIWs; Philander et al. 1986), in the

tropics. The appearance of a persistent inter-tropical con-

vergence zone (ITCZ) south of the equator in the eastern

and central equatorial Pacific in addition to the observed

ITCZ north of the equator, (the ITCZ problem; Mechoso

et al. 1995), is also common in AR4 models. This
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systematic error in simulating the mean climate in the

tropical Pacific affects the location of the Walker circula-

tion and the simulation of El Niño.

Increased horizontal resolution in coupled climate

models has typically improved the fidelity of climate

simulations (e.g., Gordon et al. 2000; Pope and Stratton

2002; Johns et al. 2006). There is mounting evidence that

resolving smaller scale processes, down to scales as small

as the oceanic mesoscale, in coupled climate models can

improve their ability to realistically represent large-scale

mean climate and its variability. Roberts et al. (2004)

showed that increasing the ocean resolution of the UK Met

Office coupled general circulation model (GCM) in its

HadCM3 configuration to 1=3
�

resulted in many improve-

ments in the simulation of oceanic circulation. More

recently Shaffrey et al. (2009) showed that the coupled

GCM HiGEM, with high horizontal resolution in both the

atmosphere (1.25� longitude 9 0.875� latitude) and the

ocean (1=3
�
), allows ocean–atmosphere coupling to occur

on small spatial scales. In particular the interactions

between the atmosphere and TIWs in the Pacific Ocean is

realistically captured in the high resolution version, com-

pared to the lower resolution configuration (HadGEM;

1.875� longitude 9 1.25� latitude atmosphere, 1–1=3
�

ocean). Shaffrey et al. (2009) also noted that the split ITCZ

problem is reduced in HiGEM compared with that in

HadGEM, a model of typical AR4 resolution. Roberts et al.

(2009) showed that resolving TIWs in the Pacific Ocean

can result in a reduced equatorial cold tongue bias.

For coupled models to be used for both long and short

term climate prediction, they must be able to accurately

represent climate variability. El Niño is one of the major

modes of global climate variability, and an accurate rep-

resentation of El Niño requires an accurate representation

of the extra-tropical SST response, in addition to realistic

tropical SST anomalies. Extra-tropical SSTs are important

in the climate system, with SST gradients influencing the

location of mid-latitude storm tracks (Norris 2000; Inatsu

et al. 2002; Brayshaw et al. 2008, 2011). Deser and

Blackmon (1995) used empirical orthogonal function

(EOF) analysis of observed winter SST anomalies to

understand North Pacific El Niño teleconnections. Their

EOF 1 pattern is a canonical representation of the spatial

distribution of El Niño SST anomalies in both the tropical

Pacific and the extra-tropical North Pacific.

Extra-tropical SST anomalies during El Niño are gen-

erated by a teleconnection mechanism, often referred to as

the atmospheric bridge. Convection anomalies in the

tropical Pacific are caused by the anomalous tropical SST

anomalies during El Niño. These convection anomalies

lead to anomalous divergence and associated anomalous

vorticity in the upper troposphere. This anomalous vorticity

drives atmospheric Rossby waves that affect global

atmospheric circulation. This large-scale atmospheric

teleconnection alters the surface energy balance in the

extra-tropics, due to a combination of surface wind speed

anomalies and changes in near surface temperature and

humidity affecting sensible and latent heat fluxes (Deser

and Blackmon 1995; Alexander et al. 2002; Dawson et al.

2011).

A common problem in AR4 models is the inability to

accurately simulate the temporal variation of SSTs during El

Niño, with variability generally occurring on time scales

faster than observed (AchutaRao and Sperber 2002). It has

been shown that high resolution in the atmosphere compo-

nent of a coupled model can improve the representation of El

Niño, in particular the temporal SST variability in the tropics

(Guilyardi et al. 2004; Navarra et al. 2008). However,

Navarra et al. (2008) also showed that increased atmo-

spheric resolution alone was unable to eliminate the sys-

tematic westward shift of El Niño SST anomalies that are

common in AR4 coupled models. Shaffrey et al. (2009)

found that the simulation of tropical El Niño SST anomalies

is improved in integrations of HiGEM. The ability of Hi-

GEM to simulate TIWs improves the representation of mean

climate, which in turn improves the simulation of El Niño.

Dawson et al. (2011) showed that the extra-tropical

response to El Niño in a coupled model with horizontal

resolution typical of the IPCC AR4 simulations (HadGEM)

has serious errors, and that a higher resolution configura-

tion of the same model (HiGEM) has a much improved

response that is similar to observations. It was shown that

an unrealistic representation of the atmospheric basic state

in the lower resolution model altered Rossby wave prop-

agation characteristics, which ultimately causes the atmo-

spheric teleconnection mechanism controlling extra-

tropical SSTs during El Niño to be represented inaccu-

rately. However, the cause of the errors in the basic state

were not explained.

In this paper we will further the results of Dawson et al.

(2011) by examining the underlying reasons why the high

resolution coupled model HiGEM performs more realisti-

cally than the low resolution HadGEM with respect to the

extra-tropical response to El Niño. We will determine

whether it is in the atmospheric or oceanic component of

the coupled system that increased horizontal resolution

provides the best improvement, and determine the physical

mechanisms that cause the unrealistic atmospheric basic

state in the low resolution HadGEM configuration. A

controlled examination into the effect of horizontal reso-

lution in the oceanic and atmospheric components of the

coupled model system is undertaken using a ‘‘matrix’’ of

coupled model resolutions as in Roberts et al. (2009).

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the

model configurations, data sets, and analysis methods used.
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Section 3 describes results from analysing the extra-tropi-

cal response to El Niño in a matrix of coupled and atmo-

sphere-only model configurations. Section 4 then describes

the results from atmosphere-only SST perturbation exper-

iments. Section 5 provides a summary and conclusions

from this work.

2 Data and methods

A matrix of coupled model resolutions consisting of four

configurations is used in this study. The models are based

on the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version

1 (HadGEM1), a configuration of the Met Office’s Unified

Model that is described fully in Johns et al. (2006). The

configurations used are: a high resolution coupled model

(HiGEM), a low resolution coupled model (HadGEM), a

configuration with a low resolution atmosphere and a high

resolution ocean (LoHi), and a configuration with a high

resolution atmosphere and a low resolution ocean (HiLo).

These models are as described in Roberts et al. (2009) and

are earlier versions of the models used in the study of

Dawson et al. (2011). The atmospheric components of the

HiGEM and HadGEM models are also studied in atmo-

sphere-only configurations (HiGAM and HadGAM

respectively), forced by observed SSTs.

The horizontal resolution of the model configurations

are summarised in Table 1. The horizontal resolution of

HadGEM is typical of the state-of-the-art coupled model

simulations used for the IPCC AR4. The physics and

parameterizations are essentially the same in HiGEM and

HadGEM, with the major differences in the oceanic com-

ponent where high horizontal resolution has necessitated

modifications to the subgrid-scale mixing parameteriza-

tions. This allows for a relatively clean comparison

between model resolutions.

Two observational data sets are used in this study.

Gridded sea surface temperature (SST) data are from the

UK Met Office HadISST data set (Rayner et al. 2003). All

other gridded fields are from the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis project (Kalnay et al.

1996).

For this study all data fields are first averaged into

individual November to March (NDJFM) seasonal means.

This reflects the tendency for the effects of El Niño to be

more pronounced during boreal winter (Philander 1990).

The length of the season is chosen so as to capture not only

El Niño anomalies in the tropics, but also the extra-tropical

response produced by teleconnections from the tropics. A

sampling period of 50 NDJFM seasons is used for the

observed data set. The size of this sampling period is

constrained by the amount of reliable observed SST data

available (1957/58 to 2006/07 inclusive). The sampling

period for each of the models varies due to differing

lengths of the integrations. In the case of coupled models,

there is a significant adjustment period during the first

20 years of integration. This period is removed and the

following years are used for this analysis. For HiGEM/

HadGEM the sample period is model years 21–70 and for

LoHi/HiLo the sample period is model years 21–50. The

atmosphere-only integrations do not experience a signifi-

cant adjustment time hence the sample period is model

years 1–20, which uses boundary forcing from the period

1982 to 2001. All anomalies are relative to the full NDJFM

mean. In this paper we compare the shorter 20-year

atmosphere-only integrations to diagnostics from observa-

tions obtained by sampling a 50-year period. However, we

note that the same conclusions are found when comparing

these integrations to an appropriate 20-year sub-sample

(1982–2001) of observations.

Regression maps are used throughout this study, fol-

lowing Kiladis and Weickmann (1992). The index used for

all regression maps is an area average of SST in the region

178�W–106�W, 6�S–6�N (as in Dawson et al. 2011). This

area captures the core variability of El Niño. This index

will be referred to as the Equatorial Pacific (EP) index from

here on. Regression maps represent the anomaly in

response to a 1 �C change in the EP SST index.

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is used to

examine SST variability. In this paper, EOF 1 is presented

as the correlation of the principal component (PC) time

series associated with EOF 1 and the data time series at

each grid point. This is a measure of the spatial localization

of the co-varying part between the NDJFM Pacific SST

anomaly and its primary mode of temporal variability, in

effect showing the areas in which the observed or modelled

SST varies in the same way as the pattern of EOF 1. Sig-

nificance is determined by a Student’s t test using the

Fisher Z transformation (Wilks 2006). The critical corre-

lation coefficients at the 95 % level for N = 50 and

N = 30 degrees of freedom are r* = 0.278 and r* = 0.360

respectively.

Table 1 Horizontal resolution (longitude 9 latitude) of atmosphere

and ocean components of model configurations

Configuration Atmosphere Ocean

HiGEM 1.25� 9 0.83� 1
3

� � 1
3

�

HadGEM 1.875� 9 1.25� 1� � 1�a

LoHi 1.875� 9 1.25� 1
3

� � 1
3

�

HiLo 1.25� 9 0.83� 1� � 1�a

HiGAM 1.25� 9 0.83� –

HadGAM 1.875� 9 1.25� –

a Increasing to 1
3

�
meridionally near the equator
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3 The extra-tropical response to El Niño in a matrix

of coupled models

The representation of the extra-tropical response to El Niño

in the matrix of coupled models and the atmosphere-only

configurations is now studied. The framework of the

atmospheric bridge teleconnection mechanism introduced

in Dawson et al. (2011) is used to gain insight into where in

the coupled system horizontal resolution is most important.

3.1 Upper tropospheric response

Regression maps of 200 hPa vorticity anomaly for NDJFM

are shown in Fig. 1. These show the upper tropospheric

circulation anomalies associated with El Niño. Over the

Pacific and North American regions, the anomaly pattern in

the high resolution coupled model HiGEM (Fig. 1a) is very

similar to observations (Fig. 1i). However, in the low res-

olution coupled model HadGEM (Fig. 1b) the anomaly

pattern is different to observations, with weaker positive

vorticity anomalies over the North Pacific and North

America being shifted westward. The negative vorticity

anomaly over Canada is present but shifted so as to be over

the North East Pacific. Dawson et al. (2011) found that this

shift of upper level circulation anomalies ultimately

resulted in an erroneous extra-tropical SST response to El

Niño.

In the LoHi configuration (Fig. 1c) the positive vorticity

anomalies over the North Pacific and North America are

similar to HiGEM, although the North Pacific anomaly is

considerably stronger. Hence, it appears that the low res-

olution atmosphere is able to correctly simulate the atmo-

spheric extra-tropical response to El Niño, if it is coupled

to the high resolution ocean. In contrast, the HiLo config-

uration (Fig. 1d) has a pattern of vorticity anomalies that is

very different to the observations. This strongly suggests

that the dynamics of Rossby wave propagation in the HiLo

configuration are not like those in the real atmosphere.

These initial results from the cross-resolution models point

to the importance of high resolution in the ocean, rather

than the atmosphere, in correctly simulating the response to

El Niño.

Vorticity regression maps are also shown for the atmo-

sphere-only integrations forced by observed SSTs (HiGAM

and HadGAM; Fig. 1e, f respectively). HiGAM and Had-

GAM have vorticity anomaly patterns that are similar to

one another and to observations, with positive anomalies

over the North Pacific and the southern USA and a negative

anomaly over Canada. This is further evidence that the

resolution of the HadGEM atmospheric component is not

too low so as to prohibit an accurate representation of the

extra-tropical response to El Niño, if it is forced by realistic

(in this case observed) El Niño SST anomalies.

3.2 Atmospheric basic state

As in Dawson et al. (2011), we use the stationary Rossby

wavenumber (Ks) diagnostic to examine the basic state

through which Rossby waves propagate. This diagnostic is

derived entirely from the time-mean zonal wind field ū and

is defined as

Ks ¼
b� �uyy

�u

� �1
2

; ð1Þ

where b is the meridional planetary vorticity gradient, and

ūyy is the time-mean meridional relative vorticity gradient

(the contribution from the meridional wind component has

been neglected). This diagnostic may be interpreted as a

refractive index for Rossby waves, with waves refracted

towards (away from) latitudes with higher (lower) values of

Ks. Local maxima in Ks can therefore be interpreted as

Rossby waveguides. We note that the refractive index

interpretation depends on scale separation, with the scale of

the (Rossby) waves being much smaller than the scale of

variations in the basic state (Hoskins and Karoly 1981;

Karoly 1983). Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) showed that

even though these assumptions may not be strictly valid,

the diagnostic and its refractive index interpretation is still

qualitatively useful.

The atmospheric basic state in HiGEM (Fig. 2a) is

dynamically similar to the observed basic state (Fig. 2i).

There is a waveguide (maximum in stationary wavenum-

ber) associated with the Asian-Pacific jet extending out

across the Pacific. Over the central Pacific this waveguide

merges with the waveguide associated with the North

American jet entrance. This structure allows Rossby waves

to propagate between the two waveguides, which Dawson

et al. (2011) showed to be an important factor in simulating

the extra-tropical response to El Niño.

In contrast, the stationary wavenumber map in HadGEM

(Fig. 2b) shows a split waveguide structure over the North

Pacific. The region of negative meridional vorticity gradi-

ent (dark hatching) centred at 30�N, 140�W dynamically

separates the Pacific jet from the entrance to the North

American jet, and will act as a barrier to Rossby wave

propagation between the two. This structure was also noted

in Dawson et al. (2011) for the low resolution coupled

model and was determined to be the primary factor causing

the erroneous extra-tropical response to El Niño in that

model.

The LoHi configuration has a waveguide structure

(Fig. 2c) that is much like HiGEM and the observations.

This might be expected given the similar anomalous cir-

culation (Fig. 1a, c) in HiGEM and the LoHi configuration.

This is a considerable improvement over the HadGEM

basic state. However, the atmospheric basic state in the

1442 A. Dawson et al.
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a b

c d

e f

g h

i

Fig. 1 Northern winter

(NDJFM) 200 hPa vorticity

anomaly associated with a 1 �C

departure of the EP index.

Contour interval is 10-6 s-1.

Contours between -2 9 10-6

and 2 9 10-6 s-1 are omitted.

a HiGEM, b HadGEM, c LoHi,

d HiLo, e HiGAM, f HadGAM,

g pantropical bias HiGAM

experiment, h regional bias

HiGAM experiment, and

i observations (NCEP/NCAR

reanalysis)
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HiLo configuration (Fig. 2d) is dynamically similar to that

in HadGEM, with an area of very low zonal wavenumber

between the two waveguides at 30�N, 140�W. Although

there is no actual reversal of the meridional absolute vor-

ticity gradient as in HadGEM, this area of low zonal

wavenumber has a similar dynamical effect of being a

barrier to Rossby wave propagation. As shown in Fig. 1d,

Rossby waves are propagated unrealistically in the HiLo

configuration, and this is likely to be due to the more

separated structure of the waveguides over the North

Pacific. Again, the conclusion from the cross-resolution

GCMs is that the improvement in terms of the atmospheric

basic state over HadGEM made by increased atmospheric

resolution is less than that made by increased oceanic

resolution.

Both HiGAM and HadGAM atmosphere-only configu-

rations (Fig. 2e, f) have an atmospheric basic state similar

to observations. Critically the basic state in the atmospheric

components are similar to one another. This again suggests

that insufficient horizontal resolution in the atmospheric

model component is not the cause of the erroneous atmo-

spheric basic state in the low resolution coupled model.

3.3 North Pacific sea surface temperature component

of El Niño

The surface response in the extra-tropics in now examined.

This will provide understanding of how the previously

discussed atmospheric mechanisms impact the surface.

The leading EOF (EOF 1) of NDJFM North Pacific SST

for HiGEM (Fig. 3a) is similar to EOF 1 for observations

a b

c d

e

Fig. 3 EOF 1 of northern winter (NDJFM) Pacific SST anomaly normalized by correlation. Correlations that do not pass the 95 % significance

level are hatched. Contour interval is 0.2. a HiGEM, b HadGEM, c LoHi, d h HiLo, e observations (HadISST)

Fig. 2 Zonal stationary wavenumber computed from northern winter

(NDJFM) time-mean zonal wind at 200 hPa. Light (dark) hatching

indicates areas where �u (b*) is negative. a HiGEM, b HadGEM,

c LoHi, d HiLo, e HiGAM, f HadGAM, g pantropical bias HiGAM

experiment, h regional bias HiGAM experiment, and i observations

(NCEP/NCAR reanalysis)

b
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(Fig. 3e), with positive SST anomalies over the equatorial

central and eastern Pacific, and a ‘‘horseshoe’’ of negative

SST that extends eastwards and polewards into both

hemispheres from the equatorial western Pacific. However,

HiGEM does not show statistically significant warming

along the North American coast. This is likely a conse-

quence of the weaker than observed circulation anomaly

over the North Pacific (Fig. 1a). Although the warm

anomaly along the North American coast is not statistically

significant, it is physically consistent with the surface

winds in this region (Fig. 4a) advecting warmer air from

the south and warming the sea surface through sensible and

latent heat flux anomalies (Dawson et al. 2011), suggesting

that they may indeed be real features.

The tropical warm anomaly in both HiGEM and Had-

GEM (Fig. 3b) extend considerably further westward

across the Pacific than observed, which is a common

feature of many coupled climate models (Randall et al.

2007). HadGEM also shows an erroneous secondary band

of warm anomaly stretching across the Pacific from east to

west north of the equatorial warming. This feature is sta-

tistically significant and has a large spatial extent. Had-

GEM is also lacking the the warm anomaly in the western

Pacific between 20�–40�N.

HadGEM is producing a statistically significant warm

anomaly along the North American coast, a feature of the

observations that HiGEM is lacking. We note that the

westward shift in upper tropospheric circulation anomaly is

also present at the surface in HadGEM (Fig. 4b). It is likely

that the influence of this feature in the north-east Pacific,

north of 40�N, is to produce the warm anomaly through

advection of warmer air from the south. However, the

warm anomalies along the North American coast south of

40� north cannot be explained in this manner. In

a b

c d

e

Fig. 4 Northern winter (NDJFM) anomalous SST (colors, �C) and

surface vector wind (arrows, m s-1) regression maps associated with

a 1 �C departure of the EP index. Contour interval is 0.1 �C. Surface

wind arrows for regressions that pass the 95 % significance level are

coloured black, arrows for regressions that do not pass the 95 %

significance level are coloured grey. a HiGEM, b HadGEM, c LoHi,

d HiLo, e observations (HadISST and NCEP/NCAR reanalysis)
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observations this region is dominated by surface wind

driven forcing. In HadGEM the surface wind anomaly here

is near zero. It seems more likely that this warm anomaly in

HadGEM is actually part of the erroneous secondary off-

equatorial warm anomaly noted previously. This suggests

that whilst the extra-tropical SST pattern in HadGEM

appears realistic near the North American coast, it is due to

an erroneous mechanism, and can therefore be considered

erroneous.

The tropical component of EOF 1 in the LoHi config-

uration (Fig. 3c) is similar to that in HiGEM, likely

because they use the same oceanic component. An equiv-

alent comparison can be made for the HiLo configuration

(Fig. 3d) and HadGEM. In the extra-tropics neither of the

cross-coupled configurations are particularly similar to

observations. The surface circulation anomaly in LoHi

(Fig. 4c) is shifted to the south and lacks the tilt seen in

observations (Fig. 4e). This results in the unrealistic extra-

tropical SST anomalies, even though the large scale

structure (an enhanced low over the North Pacific) is rea-

sonably well replicated. As expected from analysis of

upper tropospheric circulation anomalies, the surface wind

anomalies in HiLo (Fig. 4d) are completely different from

observations resulting in the erroneous extra-tropical SST

response.

4 Sensitivity of the atmospheric basic state

to systematic SST biases

In Sect. 3 it was demonstrated that the atmospheric basic

state in a coupled model, the key ingredient to a realistic

representation of the extra-tropical response to El Niño, is

significantly improved with increased oceanic resolution,

while the improvement due to increased atmospheric res-

olution is not as pronounced. It was also shown that there is

no limitation in the low resolution atmospheric component

that prevents it from representing the extra-tropical

response to El Niño realistically. It is reasonable to assume

that the mean state of the atmosphere is heavily dependent

on the mean state of the ocean. Therefore, a sensible place

to start looking to understand differences in the atmo-

spheric basic state between HiGEM and HadGEM is the

oceanic mean state.

4.1 Winter SST biases

Both HiGEM and HadGEM have a cold SST bias in winter

in the north-west Pacific (Fig. 5a, b). A cold SST bias in

this region is noted in the climatological annual mean of

many coupled models (Randall et al. 2007). Both HiGEM

and HadGEM also have a cold SST bias in the North

Atlantic. The bias is stronger and covers a greater area in

HadGEM than in HiGEM. This cold bias is an effect of the

models having insufficient resolution to correctly position

the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current, and the large

SST gradients there. HiGEM has a smaller cold bias in the

North Atlantic since its higher oceanic resolution allows a

better representation of the orientation of the Gulf Stream

than in HadGEM. This particular type of model error is

found in many coupled models, as discussed in Randall

et al. (2007). Globally, HadGEM has a stronger cold bias

than HiGEM (Fig. 5c). On a more regional scale, HadGEM

has a strong cold SST bias in the eastern sub-tropical

Pacific centred at 20�N, 140�W. This region is local to the

extra-tropical wavetrain response to El Niño, that exhibited

significant differences between HiGEM and HadGEM.

This winter time SST bias is not as marked in HiGEM, and

hence could be one of the factors causing the representation

of the atmospheric basic state in HadGEM to be inaccurate.

4.2 Perturbation experiments

Two perturbation experiments are set up using the high

resolution atmospheric component HiGAM. The aim of

this is to attempt to reproduce the erroneous atmospheric

basic state seen in HadGEM in the high resolution atmo-

spheric model component by perturbing only the SST

boundary condition. Doing so would demonstrate that a

better representation of the oceanic component is the

important factor needed to accurately simulate the atmo-

spheric basic state, and hence the extra-tropical response to

El Niño in a coupled model.

4.2.1 Pantropical bias HiGAM experiment

The first experiment aims to determine if the additional

(cold) SST bias that is present in HadGEM but not in Hi-

GEM (Fig. 5c) could be responsible for the unrealistic

HadGEM atmospheric basic state. In this experiment the

high resolution atmospheric model component is forced

with observed SSTs plus the HadGEM minus HiGEM

mean northern winter (NDJFM) SST. The latitudinal extent

of the imposed bias is limited to 40� north and south

(dashed lines in Fig. 5c), to avoid adjusting SST in ice

covered regions. This is a reasonable strategy since most of

the oceanic forcing of the atmosphere will take place in the

tropics and sub-tropics (Graham et al. 1994; Lau and Nath

1994). This experiment is referred to as the pantropical bias

HiGAM experiment.

4.2.2 Regional bias HiGAM experiment

The second experiment aims to understand the effect of a

more localised SST bias on the atmospheric basic state.

Here, the atmospheric model component is forced with
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observed SSTs plus the HadGEM SST bias centred at

20�N, 135�W (see the dashed area in Fig. 5b). This

anomaly is chosen because it is particularly strong, and is

not present in HiGEM. Also its position and size corre-

spond approximately to the reversed vorticity gradient

separating the downstream portion of the Asian and Pacific

waveguides in HadGEM (Fig. 2b). The bias added to the

observed SST forcing is the full bias found in HadGEM

and not the HadGEM minus HiGEM bias used in the

pantropical bias HiGAM experiment. This is because we

wish to understand the effect of a specific part of the SST

bias from HadGEM, and whether it could be responsible

for the split waveguide structure. This experiment is

referred to as the regional bias HiGAM experiment.

4.3 Atmospheric basic state

The diagnostic framework used in Sect. 3 is now used to

assess the impact of the imposed SST biases on the

atmospheric basic state. The waveguide structure in the

pantropical bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 2g) is signifi-

cantly different from that in HiGAM (Fig. 2e) and obser-

vations (Fig. 2i). The Asian jet waveguide and North

American jet waveguides are distinctly separate structures.

They are separated by regions of reversed absolute vor-

ticity gradient (dark hatching) over the eastern and western

Pacific. This waveguide structure is similar to that in

HadGEM (Fig. 2b).

In the regional bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 2h) there

is also an area of reversed meridional vorticity gradient

(dark hatching) over the eastern Pacific, separating the

waveguides associated with the Asian and North American

jets. Again, this separation is characteristic of the HadGEM

atmospheric basic state. However, over the western Pacific

the basic state appears to be similar to that in HiGAM. The

major dynamical difference between the HiGEM and

HadGEM basic states is that waves are easily able to cross

between waveguides in HiGEM and not in HadGEM.

Whilst Rossby waves will be partially blocked from

crossing between waveguides by the area of reversed

vorticity gradient, this region is much smaller than in the

pantropical bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 2e), and Rossby

waves are likely to be able to cross between the two

waveguides to the west of this region. Hence, the imposed

regional SST bias has an isolated effect on the basic state

structure, only altering a portion between waveguides

downstream of the wave selection region. This suggests

that the the dynamics of the regional bias HiGAM exper-

iment, and hence the atmospheric bridge mechanism that

controls the extra-tropical response to El Niño, are likely to

be similar to those in HiGAM, although there may be

different responses downstream of the SST perturbation.

4.4 Upper tropospheric response

The vorticity response to El Niño (positive vorticity

anomaly over central North America, negative anomaly

over Canada, positive anomaly over the North Pacific) in

the pantropical bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 1g) is

weaker and shifted westward relative to HiGAM (Fig. 1e)

and observations (Fig. 1i). These differences in the strength

and location of the upper tropospheric anomalies are also

noted in HadGEM (Fig. 1b) and are ultimately responsible

for the erroneous surface circulation and heat flux anom-

alies that cause extra-tropical SST anomalies as a response

to El Niño (Dawson et al. 2011).

Over the Pacific–North American region the vorticity

anomalies in the regional bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 1h)

a

b

c

Fig. 5 Differences in northern winter (NDJFM) 50 year time-mean

SST for a HiGEM minus observations (HadISST), b HadGEM minus

observations (HadISST) where the dashed box indicates the pertur-

bation used for the regional bias experiment, and c HadGEM minus

HiGEM where the dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the

perturbation in the pantropical bias experiment. Contour interval is

0.5 �C
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are much like those in the HiGAM (Fig. 1e) in terms of size,

shape, and location. There is a small difference in the way the

two positive vorticity anomalies over the North Pacific and

North America join, as we might expect from the isolated

differences in basic state in that region.

Generally the global atmospheric response in the regio-

nal bias HiGAM experiment appears similar to that in Hi-

GAM. It is clear that, aside from these localised effects,

there is little difference between the two experiments

downstream of the imposed SST bias. Hence it appears that

the errors in the upper tropospheric response to El Niño in

the low resolution coupled model HadGEM are due to the

SST biases in that model over a wide area of the tropics, and

not just to local SST biases in the vicinity of the Pacific jets.

4.5 Surface atmospheric response

Upper tropospheric (potential) vorticity anomalies induce a

circulation that extends down to the surface in the extra-

tropics. Alternatively, the equivalent barotropic structure of

extra-tropical circulation features implies that the circula-

tion anomalies present in the upper troposphere will also be

present at the surface. As shown by Dawson et al. (2011) it

is this (erroneous) surface circulation (Fig. 6) that ulti-

mately controls the extra-tropical response to El Niño.

HiGAM (Fig. 6c) and observations (Fig. 6d) show

similar patterns of surface wind anomaly, as would be

expected from their similar upper tropospheric vorticity

anomalies (Fig. 1e, i). HiGAM has stronger surface wind

anomalies than observations in the North Pacific region.

Again, this is consistent with the stronger than observed

upper tropospheric anomalies in HiGAM. The surface wind

anomalies in the pantropical bias HiGAM experiment

(Fig. 6a) are considerably weaker than those in HiGAM,

with almost no significant anomalies along the North

American coast, and particularly in the south eastern por-

tion of the domain. The westward shift of the main centre

of upper tropospheric circulation is again evident in the

surface wind regression map. The consequences of these

erroneous surface wind anomalies in the pantropical bias

HiGAM experiment would be an unrealistic representation

of the surface heat flux anomalies that drive the extra-

tropical SST response to El Niño.

There is little difference between the anomaly patterns

from the regional bias HiGAM experiment (Fig. 6b) and

HiGAM. The surface wind anomalies are statistically sig-

nificant in the same locations and have similar strengths

across the Pacific domain. There is nothing in the regional

bias HiGAM experiment that suggests that any of the

physics of the atmospheric bridge mechanism, including

the locations of extra-tropical SST anomalies due to El

Niño, would be significantly changed due to the presence

of the regionally imposed SST bias.

5 Conclusions

The effect of horizontal resolution in the atmosphere and

ocean on the extra-tropical response to El Niño is examined

by diagnosing the atmospheric bridge mechanism in a suite

of coupled, atmosphere-only, and cross-resolution

a

b

c

d

Fig. 6 Northern winter (NDJFM) surface vector wind anomaly

associated with a 1 �C departure of the EP index. Surface wind

arrows for regressions that pass the 95 % significance level are

coloured black, arrows for regressions that do not pass the 95 %

significance level are coloured grey. a Pantropical bias experiment,

b regional bias experiment, c HiGAM, and d observations (NCEP/

NCAR reanalysis) for the 20-year period 1982–2001
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configurations of the UK Met Office coupled climate

model. The dynamics of the extra-tropical response to El

Niño in the high resolution coupled model HiGEM are

similar to the observed dynamics. The teleconnection from

the tropics to the extra-tropics in HiGEM is weaker than

observed, but the spatial pattern of the response in the

extra-tropics is similar to observations.

The atmospheric basic state in the low resolution cou-

pled model HadGEM is erroneous, as was found by

Dawson et al. (2011) using a newer version of the model,

which causes a less-realistic representation of the extra-

tropical response to El Niño. At the surface this error is

somewhat masked by apparently compensating errors

likely linked to the simulation of tropical El Niño in the

oceanic model component.

The atmosphere-only configurations of both the high

and low resolution atmospheric components (HiGAM and

HadGAM) produce extra-tropical responses to El Niño that

are similar to one another and to observations. There is no

indication that there is any technical limitation that pre-

vents the low resolution atmospheric component from

producing an accurate simulation of the extra-tropical

response to El Niño.

When the atmospheric resolution is increased indepen-

dently of the ocean (HiLo configuration), the extra-tropical

SST response is quite poor. The dynamics of Rossby wave

generation and propagation, part of the the atmospheric

bridge teleconnection mechanism, are unrealistic. The

basic state upon which upper tropospheric anomalies

propagate is quite different to that of the observed atmo-

sphere. The dynamics of the extra-tropical response to El

Niño in the HiLo configuration have much in common with

HadGEM, suggesting that an improvement to the atmo-

spheric resolution alone is not sufficient to produce a

realistic extra-tropical SST response in the North Pacific.

When the ocean resolution is increased independently of

the atmosphere (LoHi configuration), the extra-tropical SST

response in the North Pacific does not match particularly

well with observations. This seemingly poor response may

actually be deceptive. The dynamics of the atmospheric

bridge mechanism in the LoHi configuration are actually

very similar to HiGEM and observations. The westward

shift in the position of upper tropospheric anomalies in

HiGEM relative to observations is also present in the LoHi

configuration. It is interesting to note that this westward

shift is not present in the analysis of Dawson et al. (2011)

and perhaps this would also be the case with a cross reso-

lution integration of the later version of HiGEM used in

their study. If this were the case then the extra-tropical SST

response in the North Pacific could be reproduced well.

When using the higher resolution ocean model coupled

to the low resolution atmosphere it is possible to produce a

fairly realistic simulation of the extra-tropical response to

El Niño. When using the higher resolution atmosphere

coupled to the lower resolution ocean this is no longer

possible. The best possible performance in terms of the

extra-tropical SST response to El Niño is gained from using

both high resolution model components. However, the

performance gain when moving from low to high atmo-

spheric resolution with a high resolution ocean is much

smaller than the performance gain when moving from low

to high oceanic resolution with a high resolution atmo-

sphere. The resolution of the ocean model component

appears to be more important than the atmospheric resolu-

tion in determining the ability of a coupled model system to

realistically simulate the extra-tropical response to El Niño.

The performance of the high resolution atmosphere

model HiGAM, with respect to the atmospheric bridge

mechanism introduced in Sect. 1, in configurations with

perturbed SST boundary conditions is also analysed. The

aim is to show that with suitable perturbations to the cli-

matological SST boundary conditions, the high resolution

atmosphere can be made to reproduce the incorrect atmo-

spheric response to El Niño observed in HadGEM.

When the SST boundary conditions are perturbed so as

to impose the pantropical climatological SST difference

between HadGEM and HiGEM onto the observed SST

forcing, HiGAM produces an unrealistic atmospheric basic

state much like that in HadGEM. The atmospheric response

to El Niño that propagates on this basic state is consider-

ably different to the response under natural SST forcing.

This demonstrates that errors in the SST forcing for Had-

GAM can be responsible for the incorrect atmospheric

basic state. This provides more evidence that it is not

atmospheric resolution that is preventing HadGEM from

realistically simulating the extra-tropical response to El

Niño. A more likely cause is lack of resolution in the

ocean, which allows biases in the climatological state of

the ocean to be produced, that is in turn responsible for the

incorrect atmospheric basic state and poor simulation of

extra-tropical response to El Niño in HadGEM.

When a more localised SST bias from HadGEM, one

that is not evident in HiGEM, is included in the SST

forcing, HiGAM produces a split waveguide structure over

the eastern Pacific. However, the main waveguides still

merge upstream over the central Pacific, meaning the local

splitting effect does not have a significant effect on the

overall dynamics of the extra-tropical response to El Niño.

Although imposing this specific bias induced a feature in

the atmospheric basic state that is similar in some respects

to the corresponding feature in HadGEM, it does not

appear that an isolated SST bias could cause the majority of

the error in the HadGEM basic state. It is more likely that

the SST bias on a larger scale is the cause.

It may not be possible to determine which components of

the global SST bias are most influential on the atmospheric
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basic state. Certainly it is difficult to test this using the same

methodology used here. Imposing a global or localised SST

bias is relatively straightforward, the former imposes con-

ditions like those in HadGEM and the latter tries to

understand a small component of the unrealistic atmo-

spheric basic state. However, imposing multiple or larger

scale regional biases would mean there is a good chance of

significantly altering the Pacific circulation in such a way

that does not happen in HadGEM. For example, imposing

an SST bias only in the western Pacific would alter the

Walker circulation, introducing significant errors that are

not components of the error in HadGEM, but rather are

errors due to new physical constraints put upon the system.

This work has shown that the unrealistic atmospheric

basic state in HadGEM, which has horizontal resolution

typical of the models used in the AR4 climate change

assessment, is mainly caused by errors in the oceanic

component of the model. When the resolution of the oce-

anic component is improved as in HiGEM, there is a better

representation of the upper ocean and SST in particular.

This is likely to be due to the better representation of small

scale features in the ocean such as tropical instability

waves that flux heat back onto the equator, and the overall

reduction in cold tongue bias that results (Roberts et al.

2009). This improvement to the climatological SST allows

the atmospheric basic state to develop realistically and

hence allows the extra-tropical response to El Niño to

occur in a realistic way. This emphasizes a key point in

climate modelling, showing that it is critical to simulate the

long-term climatological behaviour of the ocean and

atmosphere in order to be able to realistically represent

short-term climate variability.
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